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COOLGARDIE GOLD FIELDS WATER SUPPLY.

We, the Commission a_ppo!nted to enquire into this matter, having now completed a large

I ortion of the necessary invesbigations, have the honour to submit the following interim Report.

The reference to us is contained in the foliowing paragraphs of a letter of appointment, signed
by you, and dated London, 11th January, 1897 :,:, " The enquiry is not to extend to any question of sufficiency of supply at source, but to the
determinatiou of tho following:·
"1\/Iateri~t! and method of manufacture of pipes, whether welded or rivetted , and
whether welding and rivetting shall be square or spiral.
"The diameter and thickness of pipes and method of protecting.
"Whether ]Jipe line shall be continuous from pump to pump or whether it shall be
broken by the insertion of reservoirs, at points as near to pumps as possible. The minimum
size of ~uch reservoirs and especially the depth.
_" Whether other reservoirs should be introduced along pipe line, independeutly of their
pos_s1ble use for distribution of water along the line. If so, the best capacity, and especially
their depth.
'' Whether it lllay be advisable on parts of the line to duplicate the pipes.
"Whether it would be safe to rivet up the whole line of pipes, or whether joints to
allow for contraction and expansion am necessary; the kind of joint most suitable, should
they be necessary.
"vVhether the pipes should be laid in ~L trench and covered in, or left exposed to view.
"The use of cast iron being prohibited on account of the cost and difficulty of freight,
both by sea and land, the Corruuissiouers need not take it into account.
"'ro fix the position of the several pumping stations and the indicated H.P. required at
each.
"To advise as to the description of engine and the duty to be specified, and the reserve
power aL each station.
"To advise; as to tho fittings to be used on Iine."
We have perused tho whole of tlre reports and speeches supplied to us, including the report of
the Chief Engineer, Mr. C. Y. O'Connor, dated 17th July, 1896, and the additional information supplied
by the Chief Engineer, dated l l th December, 1896, including a report by Mr. Thos. C. Hodgson, of
Perth, Civil Engineer, dated 3rd December, 1896.
'Ne have had th advantage in many of om deliberations of the assistance of Mr. O'Connor, have
taken evidence in cases where it appeared that the knowledge of others might assist us, h_ave visited
works, the manufactures of which were of special interest in connection with the quest10ns to be
determined, and have generally informed ourselves in relation to the various matters germane to
the enquiry.
As the reference to us does not extend to the sufficiency of the supply at the som:c~, we have
not_ taken that subject into consideration, but have confined our enquiry to the best cond1t10ns under
w~11ch ~,000,000 gallons a day may be pumped from a storage reservoir to be construc\ed on th~ Helena
RIVer, m the Greenmouut Ranges, about 35 miles from Fremantle, to a point near Coolgardie, about
i128 miles further inland. This storage reservoir we shall call the Greenmount Resevoir.
From an examination of the plans and from information received from M~·- O'Connor it _appears
that, for the present at least it would be sufficient to construct a service reservmr for Coolgardie, to be
called the Coolgardie Service Reservoir, on the hill marked No. 1 on the plans, at a distance from the
proposed Greenmount Reservoir of 328 miles, and at an altitude of 1,653 feet above low water level at
Fremantle, and of 1,:313 feet above the off-take level of the Greenmount Reservoir. Besides these two
Le~·rninal reservoirs, there must be one reservoir at each pumping station, and one at abou~ the 33rd
1111le from the Greenmou nt Reservoir. vVe are informed by the Chief Engineer that reservoirs can be
constructed at all these sites without exceptional difficulty, but beyond this o_ur lrno:"led~e concernmg
t.hem does not extend, and we have not considered any question connected with their construct,1011.
lt may be necessary, we understand, at some future time to raise part of the ~upply_to a reserv~ir
to be constructed on the summit of Mount Burges, about 4½ miles from the Coolgardrn Service Reservoir,
and about 170 feet higher. 'I'he quantity to be so raised is not at present known, and we have not
made <Lny recommendation in regard to it. When, however, this extension_ of the_ pre~ent _s?heme
become desirable, there will be no difficulty by means of an additional pumprng station'. m raisiug so
much of the water from the Coolgarclie Service Reservoir to the Mount Burges Reservoir as may be
desired.
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GENERAL STATEMENT AS TO THE PRACTICABILITY OF THE SCHEME.
It has been rightly assumed by the Government of Western Australia and their advisers that
the scheme as propounded is quite practicable. Water has been successfully pumped under much
greater pressures than will be necessary in this case, and has been passed through pipe aqueducts in
much greater volumes. But there is an element, viz., leakage, which is brought into exceptional
prominence when considered in connection with the comparatively small quantity of water-only
5,000,000 gallons ct day-to be provided for in the first instance, and the great distance-328 milesalong which it has to be pumped.
We believe that, in the absence of special precaution, leakages insignificant in themselves, but
occurring at a great number of points, would be a very serious matter indecrl. We are satisfied,
however, that with proper precautions in the design and mu.uuf'a.cturo and use of the pipes and joints,
any danger of failure or serious loss from this cause may be avoided. Subject to these and to other
precautions which we shall indicate, there can be 110 doubt that the scheme-if properly worked out in
detail on the drawing board, and adequately described in binding specitications, and subject of course
to due and continuous inspection of the work-may be carried out with the certainty of success.
AS TO 'l'HE DIAMETERS OF 'l'HE PH ES.
'l'he difference of level between the Greenrnount Storage Reservoir and the Coolgardio Service
Reservoir being about 1,313 feet, we have assumed that in the scheme at present under consideration
the whole of the water will be pumped to that height.

In addition to this height there is a frictional resistance in the main, which forms part of the
head against which the pumps act.
vVe find that the required quantity of water can be conveyed without greater frictional
resistance than is desirable by a main of 26 to 30 inches diameter. With a smaller diameter t,iie work
to be done by the pumps increases considerably. For instance, with a 24 inch main the frictional
resistance is about three times as great as with a 30 inch main.
With the diameters proposed by the Commission, and provisionally set out on drawing No. 1, the
frictional resistance in the mains would amount altogether to about 1,292 feet, so that tho total
head for the whole length of the main will be about 2,605 feet.
For such pipes as are proposed to be used the frictional resistance in feet per mile may bo
taken at the values in the following table :-Diameter of Pipe

-

-~

26

Discharge per day in million gallons ..
Velocity in main, feet per second
...
Frictional resistance in feet per mileLapwelded pipes ...
Rivetted pipes
...

...

5
2·51:3

...

...

inch es.

:!8

30

·-- --

5·103
6·] 59

...

i11

---

5
2·172

[i

3·538
4·270

2·497
3·10::

l ·81-l8

Using these values, and assuming such a distribution of pipes of different diameters as will
satisfy the conditions of pumping power hereafter referred to, and as will enable some at least of the
pipes to be nested for shipment, the total lift and friction in the main would, as above stated, be
about 2,605 feet.
1

AS '1 0 THE PUMPING ENGINES.
To lift 5,000,000 gallons a day to a height of 2,605 feet would require J, 7 43 Pump Horse Power,
or allowing 5 per cent. for slight leakage from the mains, evaporation from the intermediate reservoirs,
feed water and other supplies to the pumping stations, say 2881 P.H.P. This is the power which
should be provided for regular work in addition to a proper reserve against accident or stoppage for
overhauling the engines. In addition to this, each pumping station should have a reserve of power,
sufficient to cover any exceptional leakage, if the condition of the main is properly maintained.
We are of opinion that the pumping might conveniently be done from nine pumping stations at
or near the following distances from the Greenrnount Reservoir, and with approximately the following
lifts and Horse Powers, respectively :Pumping
Sta ti 011.

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
----

Total

...

Distance from
Greenmonnt
Reservoir.

Total Lilt, i11elucli11g
Irictiou ill muin.

Miles.

Fout.

0
1
75·5
137
170·5
213
238
290
324

420
420
420
420
185
185
185
135
185

464
464
464
464
205
205
205
205
205

2605

2881

I

I
'

I

i

I

I

Pu11tp Horse power
(cxclusi vc of reserve)
n.t l'itch Station.

- --

-

It is to be observed_ that in the ~bove table w~ have brought the pump horse power (exclusive
of reserve) at each of the first four stations to the uniform fizure of 464 1 and at each of the remaining
?ve stations to the uniform figure of 205. We regard unifo1~nity of the pumping machinery as of great
nnportance.
. We append to this Report a drawing, No. 1, showing the positions thus selected for the pumpina0
stations, and the hydraulic gradients of the different sections of the main.
The question, however, of the best possible arrangement involves considerations of zreat
complexity, and, in our final report, we may have occasion to modify the above table to a slight e;tent.
POSITION OF MAIN.
We arc of opinion that the aqueduct should follow generally the line of railway, on account of
tb_e facility for conveying the pipes and machinery, and afterwards supplying the pumping stations
with fuel and stores. In two cases, however, the aqueduct may be shortenecl by leaving the line of
railway, and we recommend that this be done a.t the points marked deviations No. l and 2 on
the plan.
·
.
Mr. O'Connor informs us that there is much salt in the soil throughout a great part of the
district through whicl1 the aqueduct will pn,ss, and we prefer on this account and for the avoidance of
external earth pressure and for grnater facility in the inspection of the pipes and the suppression of
leakage, as well as economy in first cost, that the gl'eater part of the main be left exposed above
ground and not buried in tho usual manner This 1rn,y be clone in the climate of ,;vestern Australia,
since there is no prolonged frost. It is suggested by the reference and we are further informed by Mr.
O'Connor that 110 difficulty is apprehended in prntecting tlie pipes, if so exposed, from wanton injury,
and although pipes so exposed arc almost unknown in JDngland, they are by no means uncommon in
thinly populated
But many countries.
new difficulties are involved in the proposal to expose the pipes on the surface. For
example, the exp:1nsio11 anil contrnction due to clrnnges of temperature are very greatly increased.
We think these clifficulties can be entirely overcome, hut we have not yet determined in det:1il upon
the mo le o{ their removal Such clotcrmination depends upon the result of invsstigations which are
now in progress, and we have therefore decided, to present this interim. report, [111d to reserve for a
further report our fina! recommendation as to whether the mains should or should not be laid above
ground.

1

REGULA'l'ION 01<' FLOW ALONG THE AQUEDUC'l
In most sections of the aqueduct it fortunately happens that there is high ground at a short
distance Iroin the Jllllllping engine (compared with the length of the section), from which the tank of
the next pumping sti,tion 111c,y be supplied by gravitation. Up to tha.t high grnund the rising maj n
must always be under the pressme due to the altitude and the friction. From this elevated point,
however, the flow to the tank of the next pumping station will be by gravitation, and we have
considered whether tlris µ-ravita,tion length should be without stop valves, or whether. on the other
hand, stop or other valves arc required at the inlets to the pumping station reservoirs or at other
points, for isolating portions of the m a.in i11 case of accident, or for the purpose of obtaining ingress to
the pipes. 'I'ho Ioru.cr plu.n, which has been adopted in one or two cases in America, would b_e the
most econornicn.l, for, as tho pre. sure could never exceed tli:1t due to the hydraulic gradient, lighter
pipes could be used for 1mrts of the work But we think tha.t the ~,dva,ntages of stop valves are so.
considerable, when for the purpose of repairing leaka,ges or otherwise it is desired to empty parts of
the main, that it is better to make tho pipe· strong enough to stand the full head of water when at
rest in the main, though the main will be worked with all the valves open, and the normal pressure
will be that due to tho elovt,Lion .rnd hydraulic gradient only.
There is one section requiring speci~,l treatment. If the section betwee1i the second and th_inl
pumping stations were treated similarly to the rest, tho closing of the stop valve at the thll'd purnprns
station woul<1 place about 36 miles of tho rrn,in under pressures of 450 to 6.50 feet. These pressures
would be rn<luced by :1bout 200 feet, if a reservoir were constructed on the high ground near the 33rd
mile of the aqucd11c l, t,nd we recommend that such a reservoir should be constructed. 'rhe clepth of
this reservoir should not be less tJian 25 feet. The greater its capacity the better, but it should not
•

be less The
thanservice
5,000,000
gallons.
. the supply for _the clay
reservoir
at Coolgardie will be roqnirecl not only to equalize
and night consurnpLion, but to provide a store of ·water for use in case of rerai_r to the rnam berng
necessary. V./e think the capacity of this reservoir should not be less than 20 m1lhongallons and that
its depth should be as great as the site will reasonably permit.
.
..
rrhe sucLion reservoirs at tbe pumping stations should have a capacity not less than two 1111111011
gallons ancl a clepth of at least 20 feet.
MATERIAL AND CONSTRUCTION OF PIPES.
In the reference to Lhe Commission tbe use of cast iron is excluded, we think very properly,
from consideration.
.
. there would
In comparison with steel there would be no advantage in using wrought 1ro11,
while
certainly
be rn [,n
disacl van
tagos.
, seven or eight
.
A mttin
of ycement
with
a steel spiral embedded in the cement has been used for
years for water mains subject to light pressures.
.
.
.
The system which is p~itented, b~s been use~ for t~\.vn_ supply in Venice ~~1d m ~lge_na, and for
the water supply of the barracks at Ma1sons Alfort m Pans, m each case by French engmeers, who
report favourably
it. of such pipes is excellent for hydraulic purposes. They can be made to
The cementupon
surface
stanc1, when new, working pressures of 100 _feet or more, and if laid undergrou.ud the cement. would not
doubt _continue in a g o<l state of preserva,t1on so long :1s tlrn steel of the c01ls was not attacked by
corros10n.

I

We visited Paris iu order to see the method of manufacture of these pipes. We saw the whole
proce?s a.nd tested two pipes under pressure. 'I'wo other pipes are being sent to us for further
examrn~t10n and test especially as to watertightness under different pressures. The result of these
tests will be dealt with in our supplemental report. In the meantime, with our present knowledge,
we do not recommend the use of these pipes.
.
'.l'he only other material which can be used for the Coolgardie main is mild steel, which should
m ou~ Judgment have a tenacity of 25 to 28 tons per square inch, and an elongation of at least 16 per
cent. 111 an 8-inch length. The longitudinal joints of such pipes may be (a) gas welded, (b) rivetted or
(c) dovetailed.
MR. ME PHAN FERG USO N'S PIPE.
A steel pipe has been shown to us with a dovetailed longitudinal joint patented in Australia
and elsewhere by Mr. Mephar; Ferguson and termed u, rivetless ser1111. This joint is made by swelling
the longitudinal edges of the plate and bringing them together in grooves made in the opposite sides
of a longitudinal bar. 'I'he bar is then closed by pressure upon the swollen edges of the plate. A pipe
of this kind with two longitudinal joints was sent to Professor Unwin, from which strips with the
joints in the mir1dle of each were cut and tested. In the case of five out of six tests, the strips broke
through the solid plate and not at the joint. The remaining test strip broke at tho joint. It is
obvious that the joint in the specimen ]Jipe was practically as strong t,s the solid plate. Professor
Unwin afterwards attended at Messrs. Gwynne's works and saw tL similar piece of pipe tested by
hydraulic pressure. 'I'he pipe was about four feet long, one-eighth inch thick, and twelve inches in
diameter. It had two of the patent rivetless seams. An internal water pressure of 800lhs. per squarn
inch was applied before the test was stopped by leakage at the ends, which had nothing to do with
the construction of the pipe. Subsequently, abont 850lbs. per square inch was got on the pipe before
leakage at the ends again stopped the test. In a third test the pressure momentarily reached 900lbs.
per square inch. The pipe was bulged, but there was no leakage at the longitudinal joints, and they
did not appear to be injured, though the stress on the steel must have reached nearly 20 tons per
square inch when the internal pressure of 900lbs. per square inch was applied. So far as it went tho
test was very satisfactory, but it would be desirable to test a considerable length of main made by
such a machine as will be employed in practice in the manufacture of those pipes to ascertain whether
the joint can be made uniformly strong and water-tight throughout its length. The patentee states
that rivetless seam pipes of such sizes as will be required for the Coolgardie Aqueduct can be manufactured in lengths of about 27 feet.
We are of opinion, however, that if pipes with such joints can be manufactured on a large scale
with the satisfactory results obtained on n, small scale they would be particularly well suited for use
in the Coolgardie aqueduct. They would probably be cheaper than rivctted pipes, there would be
fewer points of possible leakage, and they would have less hydraulic resistance. We would, therefore,
suggest to the Government that the Patentee should be approached with the view of some arrangement being made with him for trials of the system with such machinery as would be used in practice.
It is quite possible that plates having the dovetail on both edges cannot be rolled with the necessary
accuracy, or that some other practical difficulty may arise. Nothing but ~t trial on a considerable
scale can decide whether the manufacture of these pipes can be carried 011 with practical success.
Further, we think it desirable that if possible within the time available, a length of at least a mile of
this pipe should be laid above ground, with such joints as the patentee proposes to use, and
tested under water pressure.
Such pipes have not yet been made except on an experimental scale. Until they have been
manufactured commercially, and tested in the way suggested, we are unable to make a recommendation
that they should be used for the Coolgardie aqueduct. Until further information is available, it is
necessary to assume in this interim report that the main will be constructed according to one or more
of the well-known and long-tried methods.
SPIRAL RIVETTED PIPES.
Spiral rivetted pipes have been suggested for the main. 'v-Ve have fully considered the system,
but it does not appear to have any advantage sufficient to warrant a recommendation that it should be
used for the Coolgardie main.
WELDED PIPl<}S.
Pipes with gas welded longitudinal joints are uncloubtec1ly the best. They are stronger for a
given thickness than rivetted pipes, and having a smooth surface, they present less interruption to the
free flow of the water. But the immunity from possible leakage at joints is a still more important
advantage. Per unit of length they are somewhat more expensive than rivetted pipes, but being about
30 per cent. stronger for equal diameter and thickness, it is actually cheaper to employ them wherever
the necessary thickness of the rivetted pipe is at least t inch ; below which thickness welded pipes
become difficult to manufacture of the required diameters.
vVe therefore recommend that those pij es which will be subject to the heavier pressures and
which therefore require a thickness of ¼ inch or more, should have two gas-welded longitudinal joints,
and that they be made in tubes of about 14 feet length, coupled into pipes of about 28 feet, by
inserting a plain end of one tube into a socket formed on the other tube, the transverse joint being
rivetted. Welded tubes can be manufactured of somewhat greu,ter length, and it would be desirable
that they should be as long as possible, because it would reduce the number of joints and the possible
points of leakage. We understand, however, that lengths greater than 28 feet would bo inconvenient
for carriage on the Western Australian Ritilways.

.)

RIVETTED PIPES.
.
The rivetted pipes should be made with only one longitudinal joint, each "ring" or " tube "
bei~g therefore formed of a single plate. The greater part of the aqueduct will consist of such pipes
'28 mc~es to 30 inches diameter and },r inch thick, and the greatest length of the tubes of which
such pipes are made up will be about 5 feet 6 inches.
The lon~itudinal joints should be double rivetted lap joints, and those of contiguous lengths
should not fall m one line.
Each tube should be made of the nuximum length that can be obtained from a single plate.
These tubes should be single rivetted together into lengths convenient for transport. The question of
th~ conne~tion of these lengths will be dealt with in our final report. The tubes may be made of
umforn:i ~iamctor, butt-jointed, with single rivetted covering rings. This, however, involves two
rows of nvets at each transverse joint, two circular joints to be caulked which can be caulked only at
the outer edges, and special difficulty of caulking and rendering watertiaht where the ring covers the
o:,erlap of the longitudinal joints. As there are two other ways of making the transverse joints,
~1ther of which is loss liable to these objections, we do not recommend butt-joints. One of these ways
is t_o _expand one end of each tube, thus forming 11 socket to receive the plain end of the next tube and
to Jorn the two by siugle rivetting. The other plan is to construct the tubes alternately of larger and
smaller diameter, the diameters differing by twice the plate thickness. Each larger tube will then
overlap the smaller tubes at either end and will be connected therewith by single rivetting.
Having regard to all the circumstances, we recommend that the rivett eel pipes should be
constructed of tubes of alternately larger and smaller diameter. In coming to this conclusion, we
have, of course, considered the increased hydraulic resistance which we are satisfied is unimportant.
AS TO BENDS.
. The necessary bends will have large radii, and nrny therefore be made by bevelling the ends of
contiguous pipes It is possible to arrange for all bends to be made by various numbers of pipes with
standard bevels of 2½, 5, 7 '. , and 10 degrees.
THICKNESS OF PIPES.
The mains may be cn,lculated for a working stress of 7 ½ tons per square inch on the net section of
the metal, with an allowance of 1-16 inch for corrosion and other contingencies.
For lap-welded mains it does not appear desirable that the thickness should be less than a¼ inch.
For less thickness the welding is ditl:icult and the strength of the weld uncertain. The following table
gives the thickness of welded main necessary for different heads:Welded Main.
Thickness in inches.

Diuruetcr i II inches,

;j

¼

I

- -- - ~ T -

Greatest sale head in feet.

74.6

560
539

26
27
28

718
692

520

647

485

30

ln tho case of the rivetted main the strenzth of a double rivetted joint, if well proportioned, is
-soven-tenths of the strength of the plate, or, i; other words, its efficiency i~ 0·7. This beii:g so, the
above rule would srive the Iollowinz as the maximum heads for the various diameters and rhicknesses
. th
.
o
o
-0
e rivetted
main
:J

Rivettecl JJ1ain.
Thickness.

Diameter in inches.

--------1 .
,[ 111.

s

·i.

m.

Greatest safe head in feet.

26
27
28
30

2GO

395

252
245
220

368
340

381

527
508
490

458

660
636

613
57'2

From section No. 1 of the line showing the pumping stations and hydraulic gradients, it will be
-scen that a considerable portion of the main will not be subjected to a grea_ter head than 200 feet, so
that most of the length may be of ,'o inch steel with double ri vetted longitudmal joints.
.
.
. .
With respect generally to the jointing, it is important to bear in mind that gas w.elde~ longitudinal
joints, if they pass the hydraulic test, will almost certainly continue water-t.1ght. vy1thnvetted JOmts,
however, this is not so. Small leaks from under the lap, or past the nvets, exist initially or are
developed in time by the strn,ining actions on the pipes. By our reco:nmendations we hope to re~uce
those straining actions to a minimum, but tho greatest possible care roust be taken to make the pipes
water-tight before they leave the place of manufacture, and to caulk any leaks which may subsequently
develop as soon as possible after they become visible.
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PRESERVATION
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CORROSION,

The corrosion of the main internally or externally is the most serious danger to which it is
exposed, and it must be coated with asphalte in the most careful way possible.
In the process of rolling, the surface of tbe steel is changed to a magnetic oxide (commonly
called " black oxide ") which, although resisting corrosion itself, rapidly scales off. It is necessary
that this scale should be cornpletely removed by a bath of dilute sulpliuric acid followed by a bath of lime
water, i mmec1iately before the plates are rivettcd up. This is successfnlly clone in practice, and should
be insisted upon. While still in the lengths required for shipment, the pipes should be dipped in a
nearly boiling asphaltic composition both in England anti immediately before being laid in Australia.
This composition should be a natural asphalte containing a brge proportion o] bitumen, with so much
heavy tar oil (creosote oil of cornmerce) added to it as may be necessary to prorluce when cold a srnooth
plastic and strongly adhesive varnish, The usual method with cast iron pipr-s is first to heat them in
an open-topped funnel-shaped stove of brickwork, at the bottom of which is n, lire. By this means the
pipes are rarely heated uniformly. In the case of the Coolgardie pipes, special arrangements should
be made for heating each length to a uniform temperature of about 300 degrees Fahronheit. When
so heated, the tubes should be dipped into the nearly boiling asphalto, Hore ,,gr,in it is essential that
special arrangements should be made; the fire is frequently allowed to impinuo upon the plates of the
bath, and thus, by the evolution of gases frorn the already viscous asphalts, to render the hottest
portions more viscous still, so that they cease to circulate. These objections must he carefully avoided.
'I'he pipes should rerna.iu in the asphalts until they have fully acqnirori the temperaturn of the liquid,
and should tben be drawn out and allowed to cool while hanging in that position.
The dipping on the grnund should follow as nearly as may be the conditions above described,
and any parts of the pipe at which the coating is damaged by rivetLing. caulking or otherwise, should be
properly painted with a natural asphalte dissolved in bisulphic1e of carbon.
PROVING

PIPES.

Before being dipped the pipes should be proved by hydraulic pressure, tho test pressure in each
case bei))g such that tho stress on the net section of material shall be 12 tons to the square inch.
VALVES.

There are used on mains of this kind stop valves, self-acting stop valves, automatic reflux
valves, scour valves and air valves.
s,ror VALV.lcf:i.-Tltcsc should be on the sliding sluice principle with double faces. It is not
necessary that the valve opening should be of the same area as that of tho main. 'I'ho loss of head
with a valve having an area equal to one-third tbat of the main, is so small that it is more than compensated for by the comparative lightness, case of working, and economy in cost. The inlet and outlet to each valve should gra(hially taper from the size of the main to that of the valve. In mains of
such length it is essential, however, that the valves should be so designed and constructed that the
final closing is very slm\'. Stop Vttlvcs D,rn 110w satisfactorily made of slightly diffornut patterns by
different makers. It is 0111,r neccssai·y to specify the general constrnct,ion and suitable test pressnres,
and to require the rn::i,k01·s to mention in their tender the weight of Llie valve as a wbolc, and weight
and composition of the gnnrnetal parts, aucl to send a working sectional drawing of the valve. These
stop valves will be required a~ the inlet to each resel'voir, at the outlet of the pumps, aL Pverv
irnportant depression, ~wa generally at distances apart not exceeding five miles.
ScouR VALVES.-Thcsc should have openings of 9 ins. to 6 ins., according to tho length of rnai 11
commanded, and should be placed on pipes connected with the under si<le of the main :1t every
depression. The scour pipes should be carried to points at which the water can be hannlessly discharged, and from which it cannot return to the line of main. Where a stop valve occurs, a scour
valve will generally be required on either side of it.
SELF-AC'ITKG VAT..,v1,s.-n1eso are of two kinds, vi,;., those whiclt close when the velocity of tlte
water becomes abnormal, a11d reflux valves, which close when Lhe flow ceases or tc11ds to reverse.
Both forms ~tre commonly anc1 usefully employed in tho case of long lengths of cast iron mains. Tho
first kind, if properly designed and so constructed that the last part of the closing is done exceedingly
slowly, will effectually shut off tlrn supply without danger to the main when from any ca,usc, as for
example a burst in a pipe below, the velocity of the water is increased to ~m abnormal extent.
vVhen a large cast iron pipe bursts, ~tn opening is freqnenLly made as large as the pipe itself.
With mild steel pipes however no leakage is likely to occut at any one point of sufficient amount to
greatly increase the velocity of the water, or to cause the very serious difnculties which the sudde11
discharge of the main would entail. Under these circumstances we think it unnecessary to introduce
the complication of the first kind of self-acting valves, which close for abnormal flows. Reflux valves
are, however, desirable at the inlet to each reservoir, and immediately above each pumping station.
These should be multiple flap valve:=; so designed as to l1ave tbe smallest possible lift in order that tbo
backward flow of the water may be checked before any barmfnl Yelocity is attained. Tho aggrcgn,te
area of the openings should be at least half the area of the pipe.
Am VALVES.-It is necessary to provide air valves at all summits of upward bends in the rnai11
to liberate the air, when charging the rnain, and to keep it free frorn air disengaged from the ,vatcr
flowing in the main or possibly from gas produced by decomposition of organic matters in the water.
It is known to the Commission that serious dif5culties have al'isen in sorne cases from insufficient
provision of air valves, or from the appliances provided not acting efiiciently. Simple stop cocks were
at one time used as air valves on the summits of water mains, but automatic air valves are now commonly used, and we are of opinion that such valves are necessary. The air valves should be in groups
of three or four in one casing and of considerable discharging capacity. In the case of the
Coolgardie main we think these should be metallic valves. They should be protected by a
strong cover from the possibility of interference or injury, and the leakage should be
led from them and not allowed to flow over the main.
In the case of a steel main
of this kind the valves have a second function to perform. If the pressure in the main falls below
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atmospheric pressure, they will admit air and prevent a collapse of the main. The rapid emptying of
leng~h~ of the_ main would but for such a provision produce a vacuum in the main. In some cases the
provision of arr valves has been renderec1 inefficient in consequence of the air being carried past them
hy the flow of the wat~r at more or less considerable velocity. We recommend, therefore, the provision
of air domes at ea~h rise consisting of 12-inch cast iron pipes 18 inches in depth with flanges fitted to
the crown _of the pipe. Immediately above such dome should be fixed a 3-inch stop valve, anc1 above
that the air valve proper .. Instead of cutting a 12-inch hole in the main, it should be perforated with
numerous smaller holes. In addition to this, at the most important summits, about sixteen in number
we rc~ornmend enlargements of the main to about twice the normal diameter, thus forming chambers,
~n which the velocity of the water would be reduced, and where the air or gas could freely disengage
itself. from the water and escape by the air valves. The enlargement may be made by gradually
(;aponng_~ length of main up to and away from the air valve.
.
With this report we send three drawings, Nos. 2, 3 and 4:, showincr0 a proper distribution of the
various valves in two typical sections of the aqueduct.
SOME GENERAL CONDITIONS.
_
We think it important to avoid rdlowing the main at auy point intermediate between the inlet
and outlet of each section to rise within about 10 feet of the hydraulic gradient except near the inlets
to the pumping station tan ks, where it should not rise above that gradient, and to avoid this it will be
necessary near the inlet to the tank, to lay the pipes considerably below the general level of the ground.
Wherever the pipes are so laid one or more of. the following precautions must be taken :ct. The pipes must be laid in open trenches. b. The pipes must be laid in concrete. c. 'I'he
pipes must be very considerably increased in thickness, or otherwise strengthened to
resist the external earth pressme.
•
.
A combination of two, or all three, of these methods may be adopted as may be most suitable
m each case, but this must be considered as the drawings are prepared.
THE STEAM PUMPING MACHINERY.
The amount o[ purnping required in the Coolgardie scheme is large and the price of coal in
the Colony is high. But there is nothing exceptional in the sizes of engines required or in their
~1.rrn11gement, anc1 we sec 110 reason why the pumping should not be carried on in a perfectly satisIactory way and at :1 cost somewhat loss than thut Etssumed in the estimates which have been put
before us in the Chief Engineer's Report.
'With a view of getting definite information we obtained estimates from the principal makers of
,;team_ pumping machinery in this country, and we have also received an estimate from one of the
1 1o~t important firms in tho United States which manufactures machinery of this kind.
In asking for
1
os~1rnates, complete freedom was given to manufacturers as to the type of steam engines, pumps ~nd
bo1l?rs to be proposed by them. A tracing of the pipe line with the sites of tbe proposed pmnp!ng
stations marked was supplied to thorn, but they were permitted to suggest any arrangements which
they thought desirable. The estin1ates received are in some cases very carefully drawn up. As it
,tppe_ars to us necessary that tenders for the pumping machinery should be obtainecl on a more
.letailed specification of the r ,quirornents, it is 110t desirable that the proposals of the different makers
should be discussed in this report.
THE •rYl'E OF l•:NGINE '1'0 HE AD01'1'ED FOl{ 'J'HE CooLGARDIE SCHEi\IE.-It is only proposed at
present to have on line of main, and tho cost of coal delivered at mean distance along the pipe line
is given in Mr. O'Connor's estimate at ~2s. a ton. Hence it is essential to adopt economical engines,
and to provide in every way for efficient workincr throu(rhout
tho twenty-four hours without stoppage
0
.
or _cJte 1 ay, and to take. every possible precaution" against risk of ciccident either to the engm_es
or t 1~e
main. As tho whole cost of the pumping machinery, exclusive of buildings and ~oundat10ns, will
probably be less than onc-sixteent,h of the whole estimated cost of the scheme, there 1s no reason why
the type of steam pumping machinery adopted should not be absolutely the best obtainable having
regard to all the local conditions of the work to be done.
.
In our opinion tho engines should be triple expansion engines with surface condensers. ~he
boiler pressure should be from 150 to 180 lbs. per square inch, that is high enough to make triple
expansion effective. \Vo have considered the question and \\·e think that the surface _condensers may
be worke_cl by passing tho pumped water through the conrlensers without unduly herttrng the watef;
Direct ading engines without fly wheels would be very suitable for purnp111g mt_o the exceptional_ly long_ rnains of the Coolgarclie aqueduct. Engines with fl.y wheels arc also used safely for pumprng
directly mto mains, expedients beiug adopted which rninirniso the risk of da:nage from_ the. stored
()nergy of a fly wheel when a11 accident happens to the main. But in drawing a specificatwn for
tenders it shonlcl be stated that if rotative engines are proposed a strong preference will be given to
{)ngines so arranged as t.o have a very uniform turning moment, and which, therefore, do _not reqi:ire
ily_wheels having a large amount of stored energy. The pumps should be arranged to give a fairly
imiform discbarge to lessen dependence on the cushioning of an air vessel between the pumps. 3:nd
the main. 1'he makers should be invited to arrange safety appliances and to state fully w ha~ pr~vis10n
the;1 have made against either a sudden increase of pressure clue to an accident'.11 obstruct10n m the
mam or a sudden relief of pressme duo to bursting of the main or sudden opernng of a scour valve.
The ?'1akers sh011ld be required to state the duty of the engines in lbs. of steam per pump H.P. hour,
and m lbs. of coal per pump H.P. hour, which they are prepared to guara~tee under a penalty f~r
every quarter of a pound of steam, and every tenth of a po~md of coal by which the guarantee duty JS
diminished.
In our opinion mtch pumping station should be provided with three p~m1ping cn0ines, each
capable of pumping 2/r million guJlons againet the head at that station. 'l'wo 01 these engmes would
be normally at work, ancl one in reserve. 'rhe pumping lifts in the plan we_ J?ropose h3:ve been ~o
arranged tlrnt only two sizes of pumping en0ine are required for all th~ _different st_at10ns. ']_'his
secures, besides facility o( manufacture, the greatest possible interchangeability of parts m the engmes
and the greatest simplicity of management.
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To obtain the highest possible econoiny of coal, engiuos of a rather complicated kind are
necessary. We are of opinion that under the conditions of working in ,Vestern Australia it is desirable
to sacrifice a little in economy of coal, if by doing so a material gain in simplicity of the engine can
be obtained. Probably with such lifts as there are on the Coolgan1ie aqueduct it would be possible to
have engines working with 14lbs. of steam per P.H.P. hour, or with 1·5 lbs. of coal per P.H.P. But
such engines would necessarily be complicated engines. Without going so far, at this stage of the
inquiry, as to say that such engines, if proposed by any manufactmer, should not be considered, we
are of opinion that a simpler engine, working with 18lbs. of steam per P.H.P. hour, or 1 ·9lb. of coal per
P.H.P. hour, will probably be more suitable.
The steam and coal consumption given above are, of course, the steam a11c1 coal consumption in
trial conditions of working with very good coal, and exclusive of the steam consumption for working
feed pumps and auxiliary machinery, In ordinary working, with variations of load, the consumption
of steam and coal will necessary be somewhat greater.
The engines being surface condensing engines, the boilers will be fed chiefly with condensed
steam. Hence there is no objection to adopting water tube boilers. Looking at the difficulties of
transport, and the high steam pressure required for triple expansion engines, we are of opinion tlrn,t
Lancashire boilers would probably be more costly and less convenient than ;..:;ood water tube boilers.
We do not, however, recommend water tube boilers of the small tube or torpedo boat typo.
GENERAL ESTIMATE OF COST.
We estimate that, assuming the tubes are made up into lengths of about 30 feet in this country,
the pipes, valves and engines may be delivered at Fremantle at a cost somewhat below that estimated
by the Chief Engineer in his report dated 17th July, 1896.
In conclusion we desire to refer to our general statement at page 2, as to tho practicability of
the scheme, and to add that in such a case simplicity of construction and working aro of unusual
importance.
In some respects the undertaking will exceed in magnitude anything hitherto performed, but
each of the nine sections will be complete in itself, and so long as water is supplied to any section by
that immediately below it the problem presents no greater difficulty than that of pumping 5,000,000
gallons a day to a height of 300 feet at a distance of 24 miles and allowing it to gravitate again to a
further distance of 40 miles.
The series of nine sections proposed having on the average a much smaller head and a much
shorter pumping main than this, nrny, under the conditions we have proposed, be worked with very
little risk of break-clown even for an hour. The pumping at each station will be regulated by tho depth
of water in the reservoir from which the engines of that station draw their supply, and as that depth
will depend upon the quantity pumped from the next station below, and so on down to No. 1 Station,
no difficulty of regulation front No. 1 occurs. Where on the other hand any pumping station fails tomaintain the rate of pumping of those below, the worst that can happen will be an overflow at the
reservoir of that station and a corresponding reduction of supply at Ccolgardio.
Each reservoir should be provided with a suitable water level recorder, by means of which the
variation of level in the reservoir will be contiuuously registered. Each diagram may conveniently
represent a week's working, and with the weekly series of nine such diagrams, together with certain
engine diagrams, and the corresponding nine weekly diaries of the engine men before him, the
engineer in charge will be in possession of such facts as would make any abnormal working, whether
from accident or neglect of duty, at once apparent. While therefore the proper working of the whole
system presents no difficulty, it is quite clear that it will require some simple and inexpensive
organisation, without which the results of excellence or simplicity of desigu and workmanship may be
rendered abortive.
We are, Sir,
Your obedient Servants,
JOHN CARRUTHERS,
GEORGE F. DEACON,
WILLIAM CAWTHORNE UNWIN.

